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glass
You can see through glass. That means glass is transparent. 

Windows need to let the light in but keep the rain out, 
so they are made from glass.

Why Is It Made from That?
Objects are made from different materials because of the different things 
they can do. These are their properties. Think about what the following 
items are made from…

window



metal

Frying pans need to get very hot to cook the food inside. Metal can get 
very hot and lasts a very long time. It is also easy to keep clean.

Why Is It Made from That?
Objects are made from different materials because of the different things 
they can do. These are their properties. Think about what the following 
items are made from...

frying pan



Here are a few facts about some materials…

Materials
• We use wood, metal, plastic, glass and fabric to make most 

everyday objects.

• Different materials have different properties.

• Materials can be natural or man-made.



Wood
• Wood is a natural material. It comes from trees.

• A few things made from wood are: 

• Wood is used as it can be carved in to any shape, is strong and has a 
very nice appearance.

furniture boats instruments paper



wood



Fabric
• Fabric comes from plants and animals.

• A few things made from fabric are:

• Fabric is used as it is very light, warm, soft and 
quite easy to produce and sew. 

curtains clothes towels



wool



Plastic
• Plastics are man-made, mostly from oil.

• A few things made from plastic are:

• Plastic is used as it can be made to be flexible, hard, rough or 
smooth. It is also very cheap to produce and easily washable.

balls bottles carrier bags



plastic



Metal
• Metals are made from rocks. The rocks are dug up and taken to a 

factory where they are heated and processed into metal.

• A few things made from metal are:

• Metal is used as it is strong, hard, smooth and easily washable.

jewellery cutlery cars



metal



Glass
• Glass is made from very fine sand. It is heated until it melts.

• A few things made from glass are:

• Glass is used as it is strong, hard, smooth, easily washable 
and transparent. Transparent means it is see-through. 

bottles light bulbs glasses



glass



Please access the link below:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrssgk7/articles/z9pgcdm

If the link does not work, type into the Google searchbar ‘bitesize ks1 
which material do we use’. The webpage looks like the one below -

BBC Bitesize

Go through the webpage and use the 
interactive picture to find out more 
about different materials. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrssgk7/articles/z9pgcdm


Material Questions
Write your responses to the following questions on a piece of paper or have 
a grown up write your oral responses down. 
Remember to put the date at the top of your work.

1. Why do you think we use fabric to make clothes?

2. Would a window made out of wood instead of glass 
be a good idea? Why or why not?

3. Would a paper umbrella be useful?
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